
 

17.  THE RIVER WEY AND ITS WATER MILLS 

INTRODUCTION 

The valley of the North Branch of the River Wey runs through the village of Wrecclesham just to the north of the 

village centre, for about 2 miles, on its way through to Farnham.  Over the years, and especially in Victorian times, 

the River has had a significant influence on the village, providing water supply, recreational, employment and 

environmental benefit. 1  The River Wey has long historical connections.  People have lived in the river valley through 

which the Wey wanders for thousands of years.  Evidence of ancient occupation of the land surrounding the river 

valley has been discovered in many places.  Hand tools dating from the Stone Age have been discovered on its upper 

terraces.  Excavation in Alice Holt Forest has revealed remains suggesting that a Roman settlement, with villas 

existed along the course of the river. The fertile and sheltered, flat, river meadows have always attracted farmers, 

providing primitive grazing for cattle and sheep. 

 

There has been a Saxon connection with the six water mills which are a feature of its passage through Farnham, two 

of which are in, or adjacent to, Wrecclesham.  Willey Mill appears in the Bishop of Winchester Pipe Rolls in the 13th 

Century and has been associated with a Saxon Shrine which lay in the fields to the north of the Mill. Weydon Mill is 

just beyond the Wrecclesham boundary, in Farnham and was said to be connected with Waverley Abbey. 

The River Wey is quite unusual in that it has two sources, one in West Sussex and one in Hampshire. The two 

individual streams develop very quickly into fully fledged rivers both called the Wey but identified individually as the 

North Branch, flowing from a series of small streams running through Farringdon, near Alton in Hampshire, and the 

South Branch, running from Blackdown just over the West Sussex border near Haslemere. The two rivers flow into 

Surrey joining at our picturesque neighbouring village of Tilford and remain in the county until reaching the Thames 

at Weybridge. 

From Godalming to its junction with the Thames near Weybridge the river combines with the Wey Navigation, a 20 

mile, man-made, navigable water, constructed around the time of the English Civil War, 350 years ago.  Overleaf is a 

map of the River Wey showing its three components, the North Branch, the South Branch and the Navigation.  

Perhaps surprisingly the location of Wrecclesham is not recorded on this map. 
                                                           

1 In preparing this Briefing Paper much use has been made of the excellent Web Site www.weyriver.co.uk, supported by the Wey River Free Lance Community.  

Excellent additional material has also been consulted in the Farnham Museum 

 

http://www.weyriver.co.uk/


 

THE RIVER WEY IN WRECCLESHAM 

The River Wey enters the Village at Willey Mill just inside the Surrey/Hampshire boundary.  It slowly meanders 

through the flood plain either side of the River, passing under the bridge at River Lane.   

In the past, and before Wrecclesham Road was built, the main approach to Wrecclesham, from the Turnpike Road 

between Farnham and Winchester, now the A31, was across the bridge over the Wey at River Lane.    It is not certain 

when this bridge was built, but it would appear from the brickwork of the picture below that there was an earlier 

bridge before that which exists today.   

There is a ford over the River immediately to the west of the existing bridge which is still evident but has fallen into 

disuse.   

 

The bridge on River Lane 

http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjB9b7Mm5nPAhVFbxQKHe4HCE4QjRwIBw&url=http://www.weyriver.co.uk/theriver/river_wey_map.htm&psig=AFQjCNFIOoxAzeJh0y0jTvSsb6T-ECT0BQ&ust=1474298269824309


From River Lane the Wey winds through the meadows west of Wrecclesham Road, passing under a new bridge to 

flow slowly alongside the houses in the Hatches, which is an unsurfaced lane that, in the past, was one of the main 

routes on foot from Wrecclesham to Farnham.  

 

As you can see above, the river passes very close to some of the houses in the Hatches before flowing under the 

Farnham Bypass to exit the village and enter the Farnham Water Meadows at what, in the past, was the site of the 

old Weydon Mill.   Slightly to the west there is another culvert beneath the bypass which was constructed as part of 

the flood defence scheme for Farnham itself. 

Throughout this stretch the river is nowhere more than about half a mile from the village centre.  However as most 

of the village dwellings are on rising ground they are not subject to the flooding that is experienced in the river 

valley.   Drainage work over the years has eased the flooding situation and has enabled the water to flow through to 

Farnham more readily than in the past.  However, the water meadows in Wrecclesham still flood as can be seen in 

the picture taken from River Lane in 2015.   

 

 

At one time in winter months a frozen flood plain was such a regular occurrence that families kept skates in their 

cottages.  Those without skates would make slides using outdoor footwear or wearing wellington boots.  While most 

Wrecclesham houses are above the flood plain, those situated on the flood plain, especially in the Hatches, are 

vulnerable.  Indeed some of the streets in Farnham have been known to flood in the past. The picture overleaf of 

Downing Street in 1925 is an example.   



 

THE WINTERBOURNE STREAM 

To the south of the village is a tributary of the River Wey originally called the Winterbourne.  It is now generally 

known as the Bourne Stream and runs from, its source at Lodge Pond, in Alice Holt Forest, through the Bourne Valley 

to its confluence with the North Branch of the River Wey near Waverley Abbey.  While having its visual attraction, as 

can be seen from the pictures below, it is a slightly inconsequential stream which tends to run dry in the summer 

months, hence the original name. 

                   

The Winterbourne – Bourne Stream 

The Stream passes through Wrecclesham to the south from the boundary of the Parish with Rowledge, close to the 

ancient footpath known as Brown’s Walk.  It then traverses for around half a mile within the Parish until it enters the 

Parish of St Thomas on the Bourne at the ford, in the appropriately named Ford Lane.   

The Bourne Conservation Group has taken a keen interest in the Bourne Stream and has produced several helpful 

documents on its features.2 The Group is currently involved in a restoration project for which they have received 

significant funding - £2.5 million -from South East Water. 

WATER SUPPLY IN WRECCLESHAM.   

It is not known exactly when mains water was made available in Wrecclesham.  It was probably in later years of the 

19th Century.   The Farnham Water Company, a private company was only established in 1831.  A report prepared 

in18853 showed that the public water supply was only supplied to a third of homes in the town. Throughout 

Victorian times there was little or no mains water available in Wrecclesham.  Prior to this families struggled to 

provide water and although some families will have had access to wells it was not unusual to fetch water from the 

river itself. 

                                                           
2
  These can be referenced at their website www.bourneconservation.org.uk 

3 Brigid Tice.  Death In Victorian Farnham. 2009 



 

Florence Julius, the daughter of the Rev. Henry Julius writes in her memories of life in Victorian times :   

‘1855 must have been a very hot dry summer.  Water became very scarce, and I remember seeing women with jugs and men carrying two pails 

from yokes on their shoulders.  My father determined that this should not happen again, so he consulted with John Manwaring Paine, who gave 

up two plots of land, one at the entrance to the village, and one further up, and they had two enormous tanks made and fitted with pumps, and 

the water from above drained into them and gave an excellent supply.  This was free to everyone; the first trouble was that the boys loved 

pumping and letting the water run away, so only a short bit of iron handle was made, with a socket and a pump handle was kept in the nearest 

cottage for people to borrow. These tanks went on for many years and were a great boon, but in later days it was thought that the water was 

not pure as it came from tilled lands , and the tanks were ordered to be closed.’
4
 

This was not the only reference to water shortage in the village.  The following entries were made in the St Peter’s 

School Log Book. 

1881 ‘A very hot summer.  We have had no water on the premises for a long time. The supply of water is dependent upon wells and the river.’ 

Jan 1891.  The Water supply of the Parish is nearly exhausted.  In my own house we have used molten snow for a long time.  I have even had to 

come to school without washing!!’ 

1900 ‘Absence of Water.  We have only rain water to depend on. We have to send and beg water from place to place.  Twice during the week 

Mr. Parratt sent up some water from River Row and Mr. Blake brought a barrel to hold it.’ 

A short booklet about life in the Hatches at a similar time also shows the extent to which the river was a source of 

water supply:  

‘We lived in a cottage on the river bank down the Hatches the only water was the River Wey, which the cattle use as well!  Life was hard, the 

morning wash was in the river.  Sometimes we had to crack the ice.’
5
 

Talking with the long standing residents of Wrecclesham in our membership, the oldest of whom were born in the 

late 1920’s early 1930’s, it is evident that by that date a fresh water supply had become available.  However many of 

the dwellings still had toilets at the bottom of the garden, which probably indicates that mains drainage had not 

been universally available in Wrecclesham in the 1930’s. 

Mains Drainage in Farnham and Wrecclesham 

Mains drainage in Farnham was a problem throughout the 19th Century.    It was not until the late 1880’s that mains 

drainage was provided in Farnham and it took many years after that for it to be available in the Rural area.6  Prior to 

this the disposal of sewage was variously undertaken.   Before flushing toilets connected to sewers were widely 

available there were various alternatives, usually a wooden seat with some sort of bucket or other receptacle. The 

contents made their way to a cesspit or were buried or collected by night soil workers. 

The poor water supply and the inadequate sewerage system was the cause of a considerable amount of ill health. 

The incidence of infant deaths has been noted in our study of cemeteries.  It may be recalled that In the 40 years 

between 1840 and 1886 44% of the 873 burials at St Peter’s Church were for children under 10 years of age.  Many 

of these could be attributed to poor health due to the insanitary conditions in which the children were living. 

Diseases such as whooping cough, scarlet fever, measles and diphtheria were common and the St Peter’s School log 

books show that these reached epidemic proportions and that the school was frequently closed by the medical 

officer for health to prevent the spread of these diseases.  Nor was it confined to the working class.  The Rev Julius, 

Wrecclesham’ second Vicar, lost his daughter from typhoid at the age of 14 and one of his nieces who was staying 

with him at the vicarage at this time also succumbed to this disease. 

                                                           
4
 Florence Stevens. To the Vicarage Born. 1988 

5 Memories of Grandmother Hack.  Unpublished Leaflet written by Peggy Abrahams. 
6 Prior to 1894 Wrecclesham came under a Rural District Council.  It was only after the formation of Farnham Urban District Council in 1894 that it took 
Wrecclesham under its wing.  



Almost certainly the poor quality of water and sanitation had much to do with these sad statistics. Farnham was little 

better.  In the mid-19th Century in Farnham open ditches still carried the waste products of the town to the River 

Wey.   It may not have been a coincidence that the Farnham Isolation Hospital into which many of the patients were 

confined was built  in Green Lane within our Parish. 

Landscape Value. 

The River Wey clearly adds environmental and landscape value to the village.  Wlliam Cobbett, writing in 1763, refers 

to the vale between Farnham and Alton as ‘the finest ten miles in England’.  He says:  

‘Here is a river with fine meadows on each side of it and rising ground on each outside of the meadows those grounds 

having some hop gardens and some pretty woods.’ 

That the Landscape value of the River is being taken seriously is evidenced by the establishment, in 2012, of the 
Wey Landscape Partnership formed primarily to improve our local waters in the catchment of the River Wey.  This 
project, led by Surrey Wildlife Trust, has published a draft ‘Vision of the River’ which can be accessed on the 
Trust’s website. 

Employment.  

While not making a major contribution to local employment the geological composition of the river valley with sand, 

gravel and clay has at various times produced employment opportunities.  Gravel workings were once a major 

source of employment in the village.  There continues to be significant sand extraction close to the river to the south 

of Wrecclesham and the clay has over the years contributed to the development of pottery ranging from Roman 

times to the Wrecclesham Pottery that was at one time a major employer in the village.  

Recreation 

The principal recreational benefit to villagers now is for walking and the close proximity of the Alice Holt Forest 

makes it possible for a variety of routes along both river valley and through woodland.  In the past the river was 

popularly used for swimming, however the provision of both outdoor and indoor swimming pools in Farnham in 

more recent years 7has lessened the appeal of the river for this activity.  Bob Parratt recalls that at one time a part of 

the river known as Long Hole, downstream from the bridge at River Lane, where the river had a greater depth, 

attracted a large number of youngsters in the summer months.  Phil Harris recalls that there was place on the River 

that was named Snelling’s Hole where Wrecclesham’s popular Curate, Henry Snelling, would teach youngsters to 

swim and at which there was a diving board.  The use of the flooded meadows for skating in the winter was 

mentioned earlier. 

Compared with the early days of the 19th Century the extension of the railway from Farnham to Alton in 1852 made 

the river less accessible, albeit at that time there was a foot crossing that the youngsters used to use.  Similarly the 

development of the Alton Road sand pit also limited the places at which access to the river from the village is 

possible.  Although it is recalled by some of our members that the fencing of the sand pit at the bottom of the 

recreation ground was insufficiently secure to prevent local children from enjoying sliding up and down the sandy 

banks. 

THE WATER MILLS 

The history of the village would be incomplete if mention was not made of the Water Mills that existed on the River 

Wey. There were more mills per mile along the Wey than anywhere else in Britain. At one point there were 22 mills 

on the river, and more on its tributaries. Most parishes had a mill which ground corn grown locally for local 

consumption. At various times they have been used for grinding grain, fulling wool, rolling oats, crushing cattle cake, 

leather dressing, paper production and gunpowder manufacture.   

                                                           
7
 The first open air swimming pool in Farnham was opened for the Diamond Jubilee of Queen Victoria in 1897.  A  new open air  pool was built in 1930.  The 

Farnham Sports Centre, with a 25 m indoor pool, was opened in 1980. 



Six Mills in the Manor of Farnham are mentioned in the Domesday book,8 one of which, Willey Mill, is located in the 

village and another Weydon Mill is on its eastern edge.  These Mills can be identified from the Winchester Pipe Rolls.  

Of these two neither is currently active and Weydon Mill has been demolished.  However, both have long histories 

and should be mentioned albeit briefly. For anyone really interested there are a number of more substantial 

references to the Farnham Mills in the Archives of the Farnham Museum.  It is also possible to visit a Working Mill in 

the centre of Winchester which has been maintained by the National Trust and this is a recommended visit if in that 

city. 

Willey Mill 

Willey Mill is on the eastern edge of the village, adjacent to the A 31, and close to the Surrey/Hampshire Boundary. A 

mill has stood on the site since Norman times and was owned by the all-powerful Bishop of Winchester from 1207. 

At least three mills have operated on the site. Records show that a mill was rebuilt here in 1370, replacing one that 

had fallen into disuse. It is likely that the mill in the 1380s fell silent once again in the aftermath of the Black Death as 

a 1389 entry in the bishop's rent rolls relating to a fine levied for default of rent testifies. 

The existing building, shown in the picture below, is believed to date back to the middle of the 18th century and is 
built of brick and local Crondall stone. In the 1920s the domestic facilities at the adjoining mill house were barely 
changed from previous centuries. The toilet was at the bottom of the garden with a sluice down to the river, and 
water was drawn from a hand pump by the house and stored in a barrel which often froze in the winter. The house 
in the absence of electricity was lit by candles and paraffin lamps. 

 

Willey Mill 

The mill ceased to operate commercially in 1953 having been able to provide at its peak the considerable output of 
one ton of wheat ground from a single pair of stones in an eight hour working day. Before the buildings became 
completely redundant four years later, a 19th century cast-iron waterwheel provided power for a chaff cutter, an oat 
roller and a crushing machine used in the manufacture of cattle cake.  The property was sold as a smallholding, 
poultry farm and private residence in 1957. The waterwheel was removed in the 1960s. Much of the old wing of the 
property was destroyed by fire during restoration work in 1975. The last miller to work the Willey Mill was Thomas 
Hall who is recorded as ‘Farmer and Miller’ in both the 1901 and 1911 Censuses. 

The buildings have since been renovated for a variety of uses including an art gallery, antiques centre and offices, 
and are currently occupied by a company providing a training and conference centre. In a 1996 sale of the property it 
was described by the agent as ‘a perfect Georgian country house, straight out of Jane Austen’ and had nine acres of 
meadowland, two trout tanks, a smoking-room, gallery and showroom. 

                                                           
8
 The six mills are the Bourne Mill, Hatch Mill, High Mill, Rock Mill, Weydon Mill and Willey Mill. 



Weydon Mill 

Weydon Mill, also known by the name La Medmulle9, was situated at the western end of Red Lion Lane, which 

before the days of the bypass joined the Hatches on the boundary of Wrecclesham.   There are very few records of 

Weydon Mill.  It is understood that it was at one time a fulling mill leased to Waverly Abbey but there is no mention 

of it in the Pipe Rolls after 1273. In 1653 the Mill was occupied by the Vernon family and was said to contain 3 

watermills under one roof, but this in fact referred to millstones.  The last mill was established on the site in the 18th 

Century .  It was a picturesque building with an undershot waterwheel driving 4 pairs of stones. 

George Simmonds was the owner of Weydon Mill in 1834 and it remained in his family until 1892 with William 

Simmonds in occupation, although, because of ill health, he employed William Smith to run it for him.  Sidney 

Higgins was the miller until its closure in 1909.  In 1912 it was in such a poor state that attempts were made by local 

people to save and preserve it.  However the owner at that time, William Trimmer, a well-known local brewer, did 

not share their views and in 1919 it was demolished.10  The painting of Weydon Mill by Marshall Barnes shows that 

the Mill Building was a large and attractive feature of this corner of Farnham. 

 

 

                                                           
9
 Literally translated as ‘Mill on the Meadow’. 

10
 The information contained here was taken from two publications Water Mills in Surrey by Derek Snidder and The Story of Weydon Mill by F.W. Simmonds. 


